
The Complete Organization
Where alignment creates results



The Disconnect

Strategy Results



Reality:   
There are MULTIPLE disconnects

Multiple 
…goals 

 …priorities 
…results



The BIG Question

How do you create alignment among all 
levels of the organization to ensure not 

just results, but the intended results?



It begins with asking the  
Right People the Right Questions



The Complete Organization

“Strategy without execution is hallucination.” 
Mike Roach

Financial
Health + People

Plan
Growth
Strategy

+

     Workflow Linkage     



Financial Health 

1. Chart of Accounts Review - is my financial infrastructure 
sound?

2. P&L Deeper Dive - where does my cash really go?

3. Forecasting - where & how can I grow in the next 12 
months?

4. Identify your key financial roadblocks and challenges

“Beware of little expenses. A small leak will sink a great ship.” 
Benjamin Franklin



Growth Strategy

1. Define your Win-Model

2. Define your Lose-Model

3. Identify the key roadblocks and challenges

4. Assess your greatest vulnerability

5. Determine your approach to track results

“Strategy is about making choices, trade-offs; it's about deliberately 
choosing to be different.”

Michael Porter



Customer Focus
Describe your ideal customer and why?

How do customers describe your business?

What are your customers top three complaints in doing business 
with you?

Who is wooing your customer right now?

Determine your approach to track customer behavior

““The customer’s perception is your reality.” 
Kate Zabriskie



People Plan

“Culture eats strategy for lunch.”
Peter Drucker

How are you structured to best support your Win-Model?

Describe your ideal employee. 

How you are managing your talent matrix (top, marginal and poor 
performers)? 

What are your greatest talent vulnerabilities today? 

Determine your process to track your talent strategy effectiveness



Workflow Linkage

“Efficiency is doing things right; effectiveness is doing the right things.” 
Peter Drucker

Do you use Excel spreadsheets?

Does more than one person need to see those spreadsheets

Do you have a Dashboard that you and your team use today

Do you email back and forth to keep people on the team aware of what 
needs to happen next

Do you feel like you do not really know what is happening with tasks/
workflows?

Do things end up in "the Black Hole"



The Opportunity

Identify not just if, but where and to what degree the disconnect 
- and often disconnects - exist across the entire organization.

This process begins to reveal the root cause of many frustrations 
and issues that have been difficult to resolve.

In Alignment

Out of Alignment



The Real Work Begins
Strategic clarity is the linchpin in the alignment process.

Clarity creates the roadmap for the necessary cascading solutions 
strategy.

A comprehensive solutions strategy with organizational linkage 
creates alignment, revenue growth, customer loyalty and sustained 
profitability.
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